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Three  quantificational approaches  to  the  measurement  of 
lexical descriptivity are  proposed,  based  on:  the  semantic 
sum  of  the  parts  of  a  lexeme  is equal  to  the  whole, 
paraphrase-term  and  term-paraphrase  congruence,  explicit-
ness  of  semantic  elements  of  a  construction.  Combination 
of all possible values  into tripartite sets  and  then into 
equipollent groups  results in a  system  composed  of  12 
grades.  This  system  was  tested with  a  semantic  domain  of  the 
Finnish  lexicon~  body-part  terms.  The  descriptivity 
indices for  each  lexical  item were  correlated with natural 
divisions  of  the  body,  construction-motivation types 
(form,  function,  location),  grammatical  construction types 
(endo- and  exocentric  compounds,  derived forms,  metaphors), 
and  loanwords.  These  comparisons result in  a  number  of 
grade  profiles whereby  specific descriptivity grades  are 
characteristically associated with  one  or more  types  of 
body  section,  construction motivation,  and  grammatical 
construction.  Diachronie  and  synchronie  evidence  points 
overwhelmingly  to  a  process  of  semantic  narrowing in the 
development  of descriptive  words  and  labels  from  phrases 
or  sentences. DESCRIPTIVITY  GRADING  OF  FINNISH  BODY-PART  TERMS 
Russell Ultan 
1.  Introduction 
One  of  the  basic  problems  immediately encountered 
in the  determination of relative descriptivity of lexical items 
in a  given  language  is the  lack of  a  speeific  and  eonsistent 
means  of accounting for  different degrees  of deseriptivity. 
Are,  for  example,  terms  such as:  bookshelf,  bookworm,  butcher, 
and butterfingers  to  be  lumped  together as  more  or less 
descriptive  as  opposed  to  labels1  such  as  book  or house  or 
can  we  be  more  specific  as  to  the  degrees  of  lexical descript-
ivity that  are  to  be  found  in natural  language?  In the  present 
paper,  I  will discuss  three  different quantificational approaches 
which  when  combined yield a  reasonably preeise  method for 
measuring  the  degree  of deseriptivity of  a  given lexical item. 
The  first is based  on  a  familiar sort of  simple  "semantie 
arithmetie",  namely  that the  suro  of  the  (meanings  of  the)  parts 
of  a  construetion equal  to  the  whole  (meaning),  the  second  on 
paraphrase  and  paraphrase reversibility possiblities,  and  the 
third  on  the  presenee  of explicit or implieit  semantie  elements 
in the  eonstruction. 
Another  important  consideration in evaluating lexicon 
for relative descriptivity is the  productivity of  the 
construction type  (in the  case  of deseriptive,  rather than 
labeling,  terms).  Thus,  while  a  term  may  be  formally  and 
semantically analyzable,  an unproductive  or  even mildly 
productive  construction  type  may  interfere with  the  otherwise 
isomorphie  relation between  form  and  eontent,  e.g.  lifeboat, 
an unproductive  type  of  compound  whose  elements  are un-
ambiguously  analyzable  but  are  in themselves  insufficient  to 
fully account for  the meaning cf  the  term. - 2  -
In order  tc test this  descriptivity-indexing system, 
a  pilot study of Finnish terms  for  body parts  was  made.  While 
relatively comprehensive  in terms  of  the  semantic  domain  as  a 
whole,  the  list of  235  items  is hardly exhaustive.  In 
particular,  some  terms  for internaIorgans  (different kinds 
of  blood cells,  specific muscles,  nerves,  tissues,  etc.)  were 
omitted,  the  general guiding principle  of selection being 
inclusion of most  of  the  items  which  would  normally  occur in 
the  speech of  lay speakers  of Finnish,  that is,  essentially 
nontechnical  ~ocabulary. 
The  second  step  involved grammatical  and  semantic 
analysis  of  each  item,  prerequisite  to  application of  the 
grading criteria of  the  three metrics.  Once  these values  are 
determined,  the  term can be  aasigned  a  descriptivity grade. 
The  entire  corpus  can  then be  subjected  to various  comparisons 
based  on relative descriptivity which may  be  expected  to 
yield information  on  the  internal lexical patterning -- both 
grammatical  and  semantic -- of  the  lexical domain.  In  the 
present instance,  correlations  between descriptivity and  the 
following distributions  were  examined:  terms  by  section of 
the  body  (arm,  leg,  head,  etc.),  descriptional motivation 
(form,  function,  location,  etc.), metaphors,and  loanwords. 
An  additional goal  of  this  study was  to  trace  direc-
tions  of  change  in terms  of relative descriptivity,  to note 
any  corr~lations between  the  development  of  labels  from  de-
scrip~ive terms  (or vice versa)  and  specific  semantic  or 
grammatical  areas  of  the  lexicon. 
2.  The  Metrics 
2.1  The  Sum  of  the  Parts Equals  the  T·./hole 
Semantic  interpretation of  linguistic forms  based 
on  the  deceptively simple  notion that  the  sum  of  the  parts  of 
a  construction equals  or  does  not  equal  the  whole  presents 
a  number  of  problems.  Expressions  like  cheekbone  or kneecap - 3 -
(sum  of parts equalswho1e)  on  the  one  hand  and butterfingers 
or sparrowgrass  (sum of parts  does  not  equal whole)  on  the 
other are  readily analyzable  in terms  of  such ametrie. 
But  what  of cases  like rider 1.  tone  who  rides'  2.  'proviso 
appended  to legal document'  or  bookworm  1.  'worm  (that eats, 
lives in,  eta.)  books'  2.  'avid reader',  where  one  form  has 
tvTO  qui  te different readings,  or only partially analyzable 
forms  such  as  cranberry or butcher?  Then  too,  the  sum  of  the 
parts may  be  equal  to  more  than the  whole  as  in backside  or 
forefinger.  Furthermore,  in the former  example  both  parts 
denote  more  than  the  whole  (cf.  background,  backlog and 
undersid~ topside)  whereas  in the  latter only fore- (cf. 
forefront,  forefather)  is a  more  inclusive  term. 
The  function  and realtive productivity of  the  con-
struction type  (attributive,  possessive,  agentive,  and  so  on) 
is also  an  important factor in determining how  to  add  the 
parts.  Thus  blackbird,  madman  and  darkroom  represent  a 
productive  attributive  type  of  compound,  tabletop  and ~­
~  a  productive  possessive  or partitive type,  while  life-
boat  and  sunflower  are  unique  or unproductive  types.  The 
function  of  the  construction type  in blackbird or eyelid, 
which  contain no  overt marker  of  the  relationship between 
the  two  parts cf the  compound,  must  be  viewed  as  implicit or 
nnmarked  since  the  type  is productive  in both cases. 
However,  with  examples  like  bookworm  the  additional information 
'eats,  lives in',  is neither explicit nor unmarked in terms 
of  the  construction type.  In other words,  it must  be  supplied, 
in which  case  the  isomorphism  between  form  and  meaning is 
incomplete  and  the  sum  of  the  parts  cannot exactly equal  the 
,.,hole. 
In  some  instances,  one  or more  of  the  parts  of  the 
term may  have  more  than  one  basic,  but related,  meaning,  e.g. 
head  (of  body)  vs.  head  (principal  end  of  an  object,  as  in 
head  of a  cane,  wellhead,  etc.).  If the  basic meaning is 
applied in the  interpretation of wellhead,  for  example,  the 
sum  of  the  parts will not  equal  the  whole;  if, however,  the - 4  -
secondary me-aning  i·s .appl.ied  the. eompound  is isomorphie. 
SimilQrly but in another dimension,  if the  eurrent meaning 
of  the  form is applied in c.ases· like meat  (in sweetmeat), 
the  sum  (')f  the  parts  dnes  notequal .the-whole;  but if the 
forme.r  meaning  (food)  is  applied, i t  does. 
And  how  are· we  to  interpret·cons-ftorlctions  eomposed 
of  term  plus  inflectional morpheme?  In  the  prüsent  corpus, 
there  are  several  examples  of  terms  with  the  plural suff.ix. 
Same  of  these  optionally occur without  the  suffix:  nivus 
--.J nivukset  (pI.)  I  ~Toin',  ien rvikenet  (pL)  I gums I,  while 
others  appear  only vdth  the suffix:  aivot  'brain'  (but 
aivo- in compounds),  v~täiset ' waist
1
•  The  question here  is: 
doesthe inflectional morpheme  function more  like  a  deriva-
tional unit  thus  contributing to  the  lexical meaning of  the 
term er is  i t  irrelevant to  the. semanticinterpretation? 
In  some  of  the  Finnish  examples,  the  addition cf the  plural 
morpheme  may  originally have  involved  a  corresponding 
semantic  addition  (other than its grammatical value)  to  the 
construction but  the  dynamics  of  such  a  process  can only be 
speculative  at this point.  Because  öf this,  the  plural 
morpheme  in such  cases has -- at least for  the  present 
not  been  taken into  account  in the  interpretation of  the 
form. 
Summarizing these  observations,  five  major  types 
are  discernable  constituting as  a  whele  ascale of relative 
descriptivity~ Constructions  covered  by  the first four 
are analyzable in varying degree;those  subsumed under  type 
5  are not,  Le.  are  pure  labels.  The  arbitraryvalues are 
from  one  to  five  (from most  to least descriptive): 
1.  a  +  b  =  ~(a + b).  The  sum  of  the  parts is equal  to 
the  whol8.  (unambiguous): 
_  korvakal  vo  J e ardrum  I  (korva  'ear  I, kaI  vo  'membrane'; 
N +  N,  attributive  compound,  productive) 
lantio  I pelvis'  (lant-'  hip,J;1.aunch I, -io  I vessel' ; 
N- s,  denominative  noun,  productive) I. 
- 5 -
2.  a  +  b  = /  ~  ~  (a +  b).  The  sum  of  the  parts is or is 
not  equal  to  the  whole.  (ambiguous): 
nielu.1.  'thröat,  pharynx'  (niel- 'swallow',  -u  'means'; 
N-s, -dOV8rbative  noun,  productive)  2.  'entrance' 
nive11.  'joint  (body)'(niv- 'plait,  join', -el 
~eativG,  ~-s,  deverbative  noun,  mildly produetive) 
2.  'ar"bir;11.1.s,tion,  node' 
? 
3.  a  +  b  =  i  ~ --2-.  (a +  b).  The  sum  of  the  parts may  or may 
not  be  equal  to the  whole.  (one  or more  of the 
formally  analyzable  elements  eannot  be  semantieally 
identified): 
solisluu  'col1arbone'  (solis- ?  ,  1uu  'bone') 
emätin  'vagina'  (emä  'womb',  -t ?,  -in instrument/agent) 
4.  a  +  b  ~  ~ (a +  b).  The  sum  of the  parts is not  equa1 
to the  who1e: 
liikavarvas  'eorn  (toe)'  (liika 'exeess',  varvas  'toe'; 
N + N,  attributive  eompound,  produetive) 
munuainen  'kidney'  (muna  'eggt,  -uainen noun  suffix; 
N-s,  denocinative  noun,  unproduetive) 
5.  The  term is not  ana1yzab1e  (label)~ 
nilkka  'ankle' 
maha  'stomaeh'. 
As  noted  above,  Va1ue  1  eou1d  be  further refined 
in terms  of various eriteria.  In descending order of presumed 
descriptivity these  wou1d  be  (for the  Finnish data at least): 
a.  Comp1ete  isomorphism between  corresponding parts  of 
form  and  eontent: 
hiusjuuri  'hair root'  (hius  'hair',  juuri  'root't 
N +  N,  attributive  eompound,  produetive).  See  also 
korvaka1vo  above. - 6  -
b.  Simple  narrowing~  the  suro  cf  the  parts is equal to 
more  than  tbe  1.,hole,  representing a  referent class 
that  j.:rWll:.Cc8 S  -l::~1at  of  the  whole.  This  situation re-
fleets  SI;;,lC' ,.'1 ",:;Lc  nC,'crowing  of  an  originally perfectly 
iSOBC ~· ' .C ; :li ._'  tETl  ,.  "Jote,  however,  that  the  term re-
jall{:::'.:.;'iv l.  '::-~:;:~b  (:oot),  (jalka  'foot',  holvi  'vault, 
vauJ' ~" ' - >l:,}/":i  (1).~ectt;  N  +  N,  attributive  compound, 
kOY 8 ·i~'~'.F ["  . ('.:,J.J.'.),s  I  (kova- 'hard', -ttu passive parti-
cipl:;),  -:1:',  ~,oc 2 . ti  ve/diminutive;  N (V- s )-s,  denominative 
noun 7  )ro('.': C ~ i. ve ) 
c.  As  (1)  '01]1;  -rith  the  application of  a  secondary rather 
than  pri:T2.ry  neaning to  one  or more  of  the  components 
sor,-LL:':'::',C:,  !fin.g<.~ rtip'  (sorme- 'finger', -n genitive, 
pää  1.  hdad'  2.  'end,  tip';  N-g +  N,  possessive 
comp~ lnd,  proJuetive) 
silm'irlpsi..  'eyelash'  (silmä  'eye',  ripsi 1.  'fringe' 
2.  'ci..lia,  eyelashes'  (with plural  only);  N  +  N, 
attributive  eompound,  productive) 
d.  Complcx.  narrowing:  as  (b)  but  with more  than  one 
terffi  ccmponent representing a  more  inclusive referent 
class ~ 
takapucli  'behind'  (taka  'back  (general)',  puoli  'side, 
part  (gene  al)';  N +  N attributive  compound,  productive) 
e.  Simile: 
hauisli.l-,as  'biceps'  (hauki  'pike', -s similative, 
li1l3.s  !nlUscle';  N-s  +  N,  similative  compound, 
?  pr  0 d  ....  l c t  1. 78  ) 
kiv8S  't99~icle'  (kive- 'stone', -s similative). 
One  in~;b3.nce of  semantic  widening  was  noted: 
häpykarva  'pul:ic  :wir'  (häpy  'vulva',  karva  'hair' ) . - 7 -
There  were  also  several tautologies  such  as 
silmäripsi  above  and  olkapää  'shoulder'  (olka  'shoulder',  pää 
'end').  These  were  assigned Value  1. 
As  one  might  expect,  the  great majority of Value  1 
examples  were  f'ases  of narrowing,  instances  of perfeet iso-
morphism  and  simile  being of relatively rare  occurrence,  cf 
widening unique.  Value  1  terms  as  a  whole  accounted for  over 
half of  the  analyzable  forms t 
Examples  of Value  2  were  rare,  including the  two 
mentioned  above  and  possibly a  third:  syntymämerkki, 
literally 'birthmark'  but also used  to  specify the  inclusive 
concept  'mole'. 
Of  the  32  terms  assigned Value  3,  my  impression is 
that  the  average native  speaker  of Finnish would  probably 
feel  that at least four  of  them,  including the  only  two 
compounds  in the  group,  are  somehow  more  than labels. 
Most -- and  possibly all -- of  the  Value  4  terms  are 
metaphors. 
2.2.  Paraphrase-Term  and  Term-Paraphrase  Relations 
The  second metric is based  on  logical paraphrase 
relations  between  term  and  its most  appropriate  paraphrase 
where  the l atter must  include  the  semantic  components  of 
the  former.  Furthermore,  reversibility of  term  and  paraphrase 
is a  feature  of this metric.  Both  paraphrase  and  term  are 
subjected  to  an  all-some-no  test.  Thus,  for example,  the 
term  tabletop may  be  tested for  paraphrase-term  congruence: 
all tops  of tables  are  tabletops  (true) 
or for  term-paraphrase  congruence,  the  reversibility condition: 
all tabletops .are  tops  of tables  (true). 
At first glance,  it may  seem  that paraphrase-term 
and  term-para~hrase relations for  a  given set are  merely 
mirror  images  of  one  another  and  that if,  say,  the  logical 
quantifier all applies  to  one  then it must  also apply  to - A -
the  other.  This,  however,  is not neoessarily so  as  may  be 
shown  by examples  like: 
darkroom:  some  rooms  which  are  dark are  darkrooms 
but all darkrooms  are  rooms  which  are  dark 
bearhug  all hugs  of bears  are  bearhugs 
but'some  bearhugs  are  hugs  of  bears. 
This  approach yields nine  possible  combinations  of 
paraphrase-term and  term-paraphrase  congruence  relations: 
~ 
Para12hrase  ALL  SaME  NO 
ALL  1  2 
SOME  3  4 
NO  5 
Note  that  only five  of  the  nine  possible relations actually 
oocur:  The  figures  in the  grid form  the metric,  from  one 
to  five  in descending order of descriptivity: 
Para12hrase  Term  Term  Paraphrase 
1 •  all  a  +  b  ab;  all  ab  (=.  a  +  b 
2.  all  a  +  b  f"::  ab;  some  ab  c 
'- a  +  b 
3.  some  a  +  b 
,- ab;  all  ab  E.  a  +  b  \;:;; 
4.  same  a  +  b  (:- ab;  some  ab  l':'  a  +  b 
5.  no  a  +  b  ~;:.  ab;  no  ab  E  a  +  b 
Examples: 
1.  poskiluu  'cheekbone'  (poski  'cheek',  luu  'bone') 
jalkapohja  'sole  (foot)'  (jalka  'foot',  pohja  'bottom'). 
2.  häpykarva  'pubic hair'  (see  p.  6) 
3.  välikalvo  'diaphragm'  (väli  'between,  interval',  kalvo 
'membrane'). 
siitin  'penis'  (siit- 'cause  to  give  birth,  produce', 
-in instrument). 
4.  nielu  'throat'  (see  p.4.) 
sierain  'nostril'  (siera- 'chapped',  -in result). - 9  -
5.  silmämuna  'eyeball'  (silmä  'eye',  muna  'egg') 
nielurisa  'tonsils'  (nielu  'throat', risa 'rag'). 
As  for  the first metric,  Value  1  accounts  for  the 
major share  of  the  analyzable  terms.  With  one  exception, 
these  are all compounds,2  endocentric  in nature,  and  primarily 
exhibit  simple  narrowing.  There  is  only  one  example  of 
Value  2,  häpykarva,  the unique  instance of widening referred 
to  above.  Value  3 is characterized by  complex narrowing,  also 
containing the  few  exrunples  of  simile.  Of  the  five  forms 
assigned Value  4,  all but  one  are  cases  of  complex narrowing. 
Value  5  terms  consist of exocentric  compounds  and  comparable 
derived forms . 
2.3.  Explicit va.  Implicit 
The  third metric is designed  to evaluate  the  role 
of  the  function  of  the  construction type  in terms  of  ex-
plicit and  implicit features.  The  construction is assigned 
Value  1  (most  descriptive)  if all components  necessary for 
an  unambiguous  reading are  explicit.  Although not  always 
"explicit"  in the literal sense,  the  internal relational 
or functional  values  of productive  construction types 
(e. g.  attribute-head,  possessor-possessed,  etc. )  are  also 
subsumed  under  Value  1.  This  includes  such  constructions 
as  tabletop  (top of  a  table)  and  toaster  (that which  toasts 
(something)) . 
Value  2  is assigned if some  of  the  necessary 
components  are  implicit as  inherent features  of  one  or more 
of  the  explicit  components  or  of  the  components  in  terms  of 
the  construction as  a  whole.  This  value  would  be  used  to 
characterize words  like breadknife  (a knife  that cuts bread) 
and  housecoat  (a coat  worn  in the  house) .  Note  that  while 
"cuts"  and  "worn"  have  to  be  added  to  appropriately para-
phrase  the  terms,  cutting is an inherent feature  of knives 
and  coats  are  normally .vorn. I  , 
- 10 -
Value  3  covers all other cases,  that is,  those  that 
cannot be  regarded  as  either explicit or implicit in the 
sense  employed here.  Thus  whitecap is not  a  cap  but  a  wave, 
a  concept  which is inherent in neither white  nor  cap nor 
the  construction as  a  whole.  Similarly far sparrowgrass 
which  is neither grass nor  does it have  anything to  do  with 
sparrows. 
The  analyzable  farms  of  the  present  corpus  are  about 
equally divided between values  1  and  3  with Value  2  account-
ing for  only  two  or possibly three  terms.  With  one  exception 
Value  1  forms  are  characterized by  simple  narrowing or 
com)lete  isomorphism  while  Value  3 is principally composed  of 
instances  of  complex narrowing,  similes  and  metaphors. 
Value  1  consists  almost  entirely of  compounds,  all endo-
centric.  Value  3  contains all the  exocentric  compounds  in 
the  corpus. 
Some  examples  of  the  three  values  follow: 
1.  virtsarakko  'bladder'  (virtsa 'urine',  rakko  'bladder, 
vesicle') 
kielenkärki  'tonguetip'  (kiele- 'tongue', -n genitive, 
kärki  'tip'). 
2.  rintalasta  'breastbone'  (rinta 'breast',  lasta  'spatula 
(-shaped  object),  splint') 
lonkkamaljakko  'hip socket'  (lonkka  'hip',  maljakko 
'vase  (-shaped object)'  - lit.  'little bowl'). 
3.  kurkunpää  'larynx'  (kurku- 'throat,  pharynx',  -n 
genitive,  pää  'head,  end') 
nimetön  'ring finger'  (nime- 'name',  -tön privative, 
'without,-less). 
2.4  Descriptivity Index 
By  assigning equal  weight  to  the  values  of  each 
metric,  then  combining the  three  values for  each  item,  we 
can obtain  a  relative grade  or  index  of descriptivity for 
the  items  in any given corpus,  regardless  of  the  semantic 
domain.  The  total number  of possible  sets  of values is 75 
(5  x  5  x  3).  Of  these,  many  can  be  automatically eliminated. - 11  -
Thus  the  15  sets  containing a  value  of five  for  the first metric 
include  only labels  and may  therefore  be  combined  into  a  single 
set.  Similarly,  the  15  sets  containing a  value  of  three  for 
the first metric  (one  or more  of  the  formally analyzable 
elements  c'annot  be  semantically identified)  preclude further 
analysis  and  consequently also  assignment  of values  for  the 
remaining  two  metrics.  Such  i tems. are  ei  ther not gradable  or 
may  be  given  a  provisional grade  of  *0  (see  below)  to indicate 
that  they are  provisionally classified as  labels but  are 
potentially  d~scriptive terms.  This  leaves us  with  the  47 
possible  sets listed below.  By  totaling the values for  each set, 
these  0Em  be  further reduced  to  ten grades,  each grade 
contr,in"i.ng  ene  or more  equipollent set of values  I  plus  0 
( 1  ".  ...  \  -'l  'LO  Abb  't'  a. ') './  an.:  7<.  reVla  lons  are  Anal for  the first metric, 
Parr ~  for  th2  secend,  and  Expl for  the  third: 
Grade 
o 
-:*"o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Anal 
+  5 
+  3 
+  4 
4 
?  4 
4 
4 
?  4 
2 
4 
4 
2 
+  2 
1 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
+  2 
1 
+  1 
Para  Expl 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
3 
5 
4 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
3 
2 
1 
5 
4 
3 
5 
4 
3 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
Grade 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Anal 
4 
4 
+  2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
+  1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
?  1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
+  1 
+  1 
Para 
2 
1 
4 
3 
2 
5 
4 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Expl 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 l 
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The  scale is in increasing order  of descriptivity: 
from  0  (label)  to  10  (ma~imally descriptive) .  The  plus  sign 
(+)  to  the  left of  a  set indicates  occurrence  of forms  in 
the  present  corpus  with  those values;  the  question mark 
(?),  of doubtful  occurrence. 
3.  Distribution of Body-Part  Terms  by  Descriptive  Grades 
Now  that  we  have  quantified each  item in our list 
of  body- part  terms  by relative descriptivity grade  within 
the  framework  of  the  three metrics  described  above,  the 
question is:  what  dnes  this tell us  about  those  terms?  In 
this section,  I  will attempt  to  anBwer  that question in terms 
Af  various  distributions:  semantic,  grammatical,  and  socio-
linguistic,  as  they relate  to  the  different grades  of  de-
scriptivity. 
But first,  let us  take abrief look at the  overall 
grade  distribution of  the  Finnish list: 
Grade  Number  of  Terms  Percentage  of  T. tal 
0  97  41.3 
*0  32  13.6 
1  20  8. 6 
2  ?  1  . 4 
3  ?  1  .4 
4  1  . 4 
5  2  .8 
6  27  11.5 
7  ?  1  . 4 
9  3  1. 3 
10  50  21.3 
Percentages  are  rounded  off to  the  nearest  tenth. 
Grade  0  includes:  85  labels;  three  terms  synchronically 
labels but historically analyzable  with  the  respective  grades 
*2,  *3,  and  *6;  and  nine  labels which  optionally occur  as  heads 
cf tautological constructions.  Grade  *0  includes:  31  Anal- 3 
terms  and  one  at present unclassifiable  term,  haven  'beard' - 13  -
(cf.  *hap- 'hair', -n genitive),  which  appears  tc  be  the 
result of earlier ellipsis.  Grade  1  includes:  19  terms 
plus  one  which,  if historically analyzed,  would  be 
assigned  Grade  10.  And  finally,  Grade  10  includes:  39 
fully descriptive  terms  and  11  tautologies. 
3.1  Terms  by  Body  Sections 
One  way  of  examining  the  descriptive  content  of  a 
semantic  domain  is to  divide  the  terms  according to  some 
natural internal order  and  then note  any  correlations  in 
descriptivity between  these  subdivisions  and  the  terms  used 
to  designate  the  members  of  each  of  them.  For  body  parts, 
the  human  body  was  divided into external  (based  chieflyon 
form)  and  internal  (based chieflyon function)  sections, 
the  external section including:  head,  neck,  upper  torsc, 
lower  tors., reproductive  organs,  arms,  legs  and  integument 
(skin and hair) ,  and  the  internal section including: 
digestive,  circulatnry,  excretory,  secretory,  skeletal, 
nervous,  respiratory and muscular  systems.  In addition, 
a  small general  category was  set up.  Of  course,  some  items 
may  be  considered as  belonging to more  than  one  üf  these 
categories  as,  for  example,  kulmakarva  'eyebrow'  which  can 
be  classed with both head  (eye)  and  inteb~ment (hair). 
Then  too,  some  components  of  items  in different categories 
are  identical as,  für  example,  kalvo  'membrane'  in:  --,., 
korvakalvo  'eardrum'  (head:ear),  verkkokalvo  'retina' 
(head:eye),  välikalv0  'diaphragm'  (respiratory system). 
Both of  these  factors  were  taken into  account  in the 
evaluation pr0cedure. 
While  somewhat  irregular,  a  certain amount  of 
patterning is  evident~  In  some  instances,  more  or less 
systematic descriptivity applies  to  a  subcategory or 
major  body part,  in others  to  an entire  category.  The  various 
categories  and  subcategories  thus  fall into  roughly four 
groups  in  terms  of relative descriptivity and  internal  taxo-I. 
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nOO~G  eysteD~ticity~  In descending order  of descriptivity, 
these  are  the  t€r~s fnr parts  of  the: 
1 •  reproductive  system  (both 
2,  ends  of different body 
parts  (~~ : :'.JiJ2j?:  :he91',  gelenpää  'tonguetip', mnärpää 
'elb01'I! .  et  2.'.:~  ~  l'oet  (leg),  hair  (integument),  head  (nther 
than face,  ear)~  :Jc" 'llJr"mes,  neck; 
3.  butt  ('L~;, , 'e l'~  ba~k)  1  ear  (head),  excretory system, 
digestive  8Y 3+0~',  ~0ints,  leg  (ether  tban !oot),  mcuth  (head), 
(  1. . nJ'e  .. ,- " . .  e  ..  - l,  ...  _ ....  ~ ':  .. ...  " .1  ? 
4.  torr:c  - .. ,'ther th:.:.n  'J-utt) y  cir:;u}atGJ:Y  systen,  face 
(head ~,  ,s :.;ner  al ,  h8,nd.  \ arns;  ~  Y!(Jse  (hee.d.). 
fiTl  fnur  high--descriptivi  ty areas  are  particularly 
essenti31  an~ _  physielogically specialized.  They  are  also 
visually  viel'l-·:lefined  for11üng  clear-cut  complexes.  However, 
the  8 2':,8  X Light  just  2.8  vell be  said ef  same  lo,v-descriptivity 
areas  J..j.ke  8pr er moutl'l,  \.lhether  this distribution is 
peculic:.r  to  Fi.nnish,  r cflccting chance  development,  er con-
tains  same  features  CC\Ifim0n  t o  other  or all languages  is,  of 
course,  a  question that  can  only be  answered in light of 
future  comparative  studies  of this  sector of  the  lexic~n in 
other languages. 
3.2.  Grammatical  and Motivational  Types 
In this section,  I  will gc  into  the  various  types  of 
grammatical  constructions  encountered  and  their descriptive 
semanties.  Note  that differences  in distribution and  frequency 
are  not  especially attributable  to  language-specific  charac-
teristics since  Finnish makes  extensive  use  of both nominal 
compounding  and  derivation. 
Descrir:tivc  terms  (Grades  1-10)  in Finnish are  formed 
either by  comp8ul1ding  er  deriv9.tion.  At  least für  body-part 
terms,  nominal  cempounds  censist of  noun  +  noun3  in the I. 
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order determiner  (or modifier,  attribute)  +  determined.  The 
determiner  is usually in  the  nominative  or unmarked  case  form 
but  there  are  a  few  examples  nf genitive  determiners.  As 
regards  b0dy-part  terms,  it is  often  a  moot  question  as  to 
whether  the  determiner-determined relationship is  one  of 
attribute  to head  or  possessor  to  possessed.  This  pattern 
is  so  predominant  that  compounds  that have  evolved  from 
other syntactic constructions  also  tend  tn  be  remodeled  as, 
for  example,  was  the  case  with  silmäluomi  'eyelid'  (silmä  'eTe'; 
luo- 'make,  create;  cast,  turn  toward',  -ma  action, -i instru-
ment),  presumably  derivable  frnm  a  nominalized  object  + verb 
construction  (cf.  luoda  silmänsä maahan  'cast one's  eyes 
down' ).  But  alongside  silmälul')r;l~,  we  also  find  luomi  wi th 
the  same  meaning.  As  a  result,  the  former  is  nC'w  felt  to 
be  an  attributive  compound.  Derived  forms,  denominative  and 
deverbative,  are  found  in  a  number  of  different functional 
or  semantic  categories:  agent,  result,  instrument,  location 
and  diminutive,  to  name  but  the  commonest.  CC'mpounds  are  in 
general more  descriptive  than  derived forms  and  comp0unding 
is preferred over derivation.  Derivation is largely deverba-
tive. 
Almost  all of  the  descriptive  terms  ~n the list can 
be  analyzed  in terms  of  three motivational  categories:  form, 
function  or  lQcation.  The  first of  these  lays  emphasis  on 
the  outer  form  of  the  object  as  in:  umpisuoli  'appendix', 
lit.  'clüsed gut  or  intestine' ,  mykiö  'lens', lit.  'convex 
(-shaped)  vessel  or  instrument';  the  second  on its function: 
nivelside  'ligament',  lit.  'joint-binding instrument',  päkiä 
'ball of foot',  lit.  'pressing agent';  and  the  third  ~n its 
loeation:  takapuoli  'behind',  lit.  'baek side',  ohimo  'temple', 
lit.  'place  (that is  gone)  by  or past'.  The  great majority 
of  the  body-part  terms  belong  to  the  formal  category;  the 
smallest number  to  the  locational. 
Combining  the  results  of  the  above  grammatical  and 
motivational analyses,  we  find  that formal  terms  tend  to  be 
represented more  by  compounds  and  are  hence  in general more I. 
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deseriptive  than funetional  terms  whieh  favor  derivation 
over  eompounding.  The  evidenee  for  loeational  terms  is  tuo 
limited to  allow for  such generalizations at this point. 
There  also  appears  to  be  a  parallel relationship -- although 
somewhat  less marked -- between  the  major motivational  and 
derivational  types.  That  is,  funetional  terms  are  more  often 
repreS8!1ted  by  deverbatives  while  formal  terms  favor  d6-
nominatives. 
Of  the  20-ndd  descriptive  metaphnrs4  found  in  the 
corpus,  15  were  assigned  Grade  1  and  most  were  form-motivated. 
There  were  only  three  similes,  all Grade  6.  In addition, 
there  was  the  one  ab0ve-men~ioned ease  of  apparent  ellipsis 
(haven  'beard')  and  possib-'y  two  or  three  other ellipses. 
\fuile  korva  'ear',  synchronically unanalyzable  but  diachro-
nieally perhaps  *kar- 'protrude'  + -va  ~bject (participle), 
and  nimetön  'ring finger'  (see  p.  10),  lit.  'nameless',  are 
normally  adjectives,  they may  oceur  as  nominals  (as  predicate 
for  example)  and,  as  such,  could  be  interpreted as  metaphors: 
*korva  'the protruding one',  nimetön  'the nameless  one'. 
The  third case,  kurkunpää  'larynx'  (see  p.10),  eould be 
analyzed  as  a  loeational ellipse:  '(organ,  ete.  at)  end  of 
throat',  nr  as  a  metaphor:  'end  of  throat'. 
All  22  identifiable  loanwords  are  labels,  although 
some  also  appear  as  elements  of  compounds  alengside native 
raots  or  constructions  or,  in  one  instance,  as  a  derivational 
base.  L0gically,  this  is preoisely what  one  would  expect 
since all loanwords  must  be  unanalyzable,  at least to un-
sophisticated  speakers  of  the  target  language.  It will be 
inte:L.'esting  to  determine,  through multilingual  eomparison, 
whether  this is truly  a  universal  phenomenon  or whether it 
may  be  conditioned  by  general  or language-specific  rules. 
Al  thr)Ugh  there  ,lere  relatively few  tabu  words  in the 
corpus,  there  is perhaps  evidence  of  some  sort  of  patterning 
as  regards  the  relative descriptivity of  tabu  (i.e. vulgar) 
vs.  eorresponding polite  form.  \roile  the  five  vulgar  terms 
are  all labels,  three  of  their polite  counterparts  are de-
scriptive  and  at least  one  of  these  has  three  different I  . . . 
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descriptive  pplite alternatives. 
The  foregoing  analysis statistically associates  cer-
tain descriptivity grades  with specific  semantic,  motivational 
and  graramatical  word  types.  These  more  qr  less  consistent 
ass0ciations  may  be  said  to  constitute descriptivity profiles. 
Thus,  regardless  of motivational  type,  Grade  10 usually  pAints 
to  a  compound  and  Grade  6  to  a  derived forB,  including similes; 
regardless  of  construction  type  (compound,  derived  f~m), 
Grade  1  usually points  to  a  form-oriented metaphor;  and 
Grade  0,  which  must  by  definition be  a  label,  also  includes 
all loanwords.  The  question remains:  are  these  profiles 
valid for  or characteristic of  nther semantic  domains  in 
the  Finnish lexicon  and  of body-part  and  other  domains  in 
languages  other  than Finnish? 
4.  Dynamics  of Descriptivity 
If we  ask  ourselves  how  labels  evolve,  several 
possible  lines  of development  ceme  to mind.  Some  labels have 
undoubtedly always  been  labels  as,  for  example,  ~.  But 
in many  cases  labels  are  the  remains  of  original  descriptive 
constructions.  Forms  change  and  may  in the  process  give  rise 
to  corresponding changes  or  loss  of meaning  as  was  apparently 
the  case  " i  'l~i:  ]s.o~ 'fist,  closed hollow  of  the  hand  I  <. 
kop(a)ra  'u')of' < Slave  *kapa + -ra dirüinutive  and 
lU-::)ln:h  '·  ..  y {~ l.id'  (see  p.  15).  Conversely,  meanings  may  change 
as  in  k ')1.~.::_~:'0_C?lkä  'back' < *sel- , (be)  lang,  extended'  + 
-kä an  unproductive  noun  suffix,  or korva  'ear'.  A  produc-
tive  construction may  become  unproductive  incurring a  lass 
of function ,r meaning as  with selkä  and  probably  ohim~ 
(see  p.  15).  A loanword,  descriptive  in the  source  1 anguage, 
is  b~rrowed as  a  label in  the  target language  as,  for  example, 
pupilli  'pupil  (eye)' < Lat.  pupilla (püpa  'girl,  doll', 
-ill diminutive).  In all of these  cases,  narrowing of  some 
sort is involved.  We  may  thus  posit  the  following chain ef 
development  from  descriptive  to  labeling term: ,  . 
-.tA. -
narrowing  (further narrowing) 
descriptive  phrase.>  descriptive ward>  label 
(nr sentence) 
Apreterminal stage,  aften symptomatic  ef  the  impending 
final er laboling stage,  is the  presence  cf  tautologies. 
This  would  oe  true  ef  luomi  and  silmäluomi  'eyelid'  and 
probalÜy  cf näppi  and  sormennäppi  'fingertip'  (cf.  näp-
'with  the fingers', -i unpreductive  neun  suffix;  serme-
'finger')  and  perhaps  two  0r  three  others of  the  nine 
tautological expressions  found  in the  present  corpus. 
If labels  can  evolve  from  descriptive  terms,  is  the 
reverse  deveJ.0pment  possible?  Yes,  there  is at least one 
way  this  h~ppens.  Folk  etymologies,  which  are based  on 
l oanwords  borrowed  from  another  language  or dialect are 
cases  in point.  Dialectal sparrowgrass,  noted earlier, 
from  stcmdard English ~paragus illustrates this kind of 
developHl,mt.  Anether  interesting type  is represented by 
R0ttcn  Row  from  French  Route  du  Roi  where  both starting and 
end  points  are  descriptive  terms.  Here  we  must  posit an 
intermecliate  labeling stage  on  the  premise  that all loans 
are  (borrowed  as)  labels.  Thus  the historical  sequence  here 
in terms  of  descriptivity grades  weuld  be: 
11  >  *0  >  1 
Thc  unidirectional  change  (outside  of folk 
etymologios) g dGscriptive> labeling term,  is diachronically 
supported  "':Jy  t he  few  such  examples  in the  Finnish corpus  for 
which his-'corical  information or reconstruction is available 
(see  E~~l'ä  and.  korva  abQve) .  There  are,  in addition,  a  number 
4f  terms  which  are  prnbably or possibly applicable  depending 
to  a  certain extent  on  whether  or not  they are still feIt 
by  some  speakers  of  the  language  to  be  analyzable.  For 
instance,  is  ohim,..,  still associatod with  ohi  or nivus  'groin' 
with niv- 'join'  by  some  speakers?  Then,  of  course,  there 
is the  8,bundant  synchronie  evidence  in  the  fC'-rm  of narrowing 
discussed  ab,)ve  (2. )  which  pnints  toward  this direction of 
change. .. 
5.  Summary  and  Conelusions 
In this  paper,  I  have  prop~sed a  method for measuring 
differ ent  ~e ~r c8 s  of deseriptivity in lexieal items.  This 
eonsis ~s  0:  t~r ee logically related metries.  The  first, 
eOr:Jpcs ',-" i  l '  L  f.'i ve  possible  degrees,  evaluates  words  on  the 
basis  of  ·c.l'l_  ,:;}:tcnt  to  which  the  meaning  of  the  sura  of  the 
parts  oqni  18  tf-W  t  of  the  construction as  a  whole.  For the 
Finnish  ~ ctcr ial explored ln this  study,  Value  1  (most  de-
scriptive)  terms  include  endoeentric  compounds  (isom0Tphic, 
simple  narrowing)  and  derived formn  (Ri.r:J.ilos,  00mplex nar-
rowing);  Value  3  (not fully analyzable)  terms  are all de-
rived forms;  and Value  4  (least deseriptive;  Value  5  = label) 
terms  are  exocentric  compounds  and  derived  forms  (primarily 
metaphors). 
The  second metric,  also  composed  of five  degrees, 
evaluates  words  on  the  basis  of paraphrase-term and  term-
paraphrase  truth values.  Value  1  (most  descriptive)  terms 
inelude  primarily endoeentrie  eompounds  (isomorphie,  simple 
narrO'l'ling);  Value  3  terms  eonsist cf endocentric  compc-unds 
(similes l  eomplex narrowing);  Value  4  terms  are  endocentrie 
eompounds  (complex narrowing);  and  Value  5  (least descrip-
tive)  terms  inelude  exocentric  compounds  and  derived forms 
(complex  n ~rrowing). 
':;:'h<.::  third metrie,  eompr.rsed  of  three  degrees, 
evaluates  words  on  the  basis cf explicit vs.  implicit isomorphism 
between  form  and  meaning.  Value  1  (most  deseriptive)  terms 
are  endoeentrie  eompounds  (isomorphie,  simple  narrowing) . 
Value  3  (least deseriptive)  terms  inelude all others. 
Note  that for all three metries  Value  2  terms  are 
extremely rare. 
Of  the  12-grade deseriptivity seale  arrived at by 
eombining values for  the  three metries  into equipollent sets, 
appr~ximately 55%  proved  to  be  labels,  21%  maximally deserip-
tive  and  9%  minimally deseriptive,  with  the  remainder largely 
concentrated in the  mid- range. 20 -
A distribution by  b4dy  sections  revealed that  the 
terms  for  the  subsystems:  eye,  finger,  reproductive  system 
and  skeIc) 'tc>'.1 y  r,.te  highest  on  the  descriptivi  ty scale  while 
those  p'3rt, '~h, 5 r~~  to  the  torso  in general,  circulatory system, 
face  ( :);(  __  :','; ,7f- ;  of  the  eyes)  and  hand  (exclusive  of  the 
finger::  ', ..  }  ~cT"e st .  The  first  three  high-descriptivi  ty 
areas  ,"' ,  >,  "'-",r_soS  especially suggestive  of  some  extra-
lingui " + ~  ~ ' ,:  r~_vatil1m since  they are  more  obviously and 
impt:lrt2.~:"l"::i :'- functional  f er  man  and  his  survival.  Also --
and  thin  c ct:' ~ . d be  said of  the  fourth  high- descripti  vi  ty area 
as  weIl  --.- t~G Y consti  tute  complexes  of unequivocally  and 
visibly r eL'_tGd  parts. 
An  examination of  the  corpus  in terms  of  construction 
motivation indicated that  three major  types  exist,  the  most 
favored  displaying an  emphasis  on  external  f ~ rm,  the  second 
on  function  and  the  third on  locatien .  Of  these,  the first 
appears  chiefly in the  form  of  compounds  and  is generally 
more  descriptive  than  the  others.  The  second  includes  many 
derived  rnrss  and  is less descriptive  than  the first. 
:~ct'phors fall mainly within  the  range  ef  Grade  1 
(minimaJ.J.y  ri"Hwriptive)  and  similes  within that of  Grade  6. 
Loanwo~dc  r r~  all labels. 
r:ritJ.!sü  various  correlations  between  grades  and 
semantic  '-U ,11l.  grarrnnatical  features  tend  to  produce  characteristic 
descriptivc  !JTofiles.  Thus  a  Grade  10  item will more  than 
likely bo  R  compound,  Grade  6  a  derived  form  including 
similes,  Grade  1  a  form-oriented metaphor,  and  Grade  0 
will  include  all loans. 
Diachronie  and  synchronie  evidence  supports  the 
thesis that descriptive  phrases  or  sentences  go  through  a 
process  cf semantie  narrowing as  they beeome  d~ ~ criptive words 
and  eventually labels. " 
NOTES 
*  Diese  P~beit entstand  im  Rahmen  des  Kölner Universalien-
Projekts. 
1.  The  terms  "descriptive"  and  "label" refer to Seiler's 
"deskriptiv"  and  "Etikett" respectively  (see Seiler 
1974a and  van  den  Boom  1'74). 
2.  Two  of  these  contain the  same  prefix as  the  ini,tial 
element but,  since  this  and  the  few  other  pr~fixes 
found  in Finnish may  also  occur  as  nominal  reots  with 
limited distribution and  are  not  subject  to  vowel 
harmony  (as most  suffixes  are),  they may  be  regarded 
as  functional roots here. 
3.  There  is  one  exception  to  this  statement.  The  first 
element  of  pikkusermi  'little finger'  is an  adjective 
which is otherwise unique  in that it is indeclinable. 
4.  There  were  also,  of course,  several instances  of 
metaphoric~l labels  such  as:  suoni  1.  'sinew' 
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